This paper explores the possibility of applying fuzzy logic theory for handling vagueness and imprecision that characterize the decision making process. Fuzzy metagraph framework is developed to carry out the required analysis for arriving at the governance rating of the firms. A person carrying a share of a company holds that part of ownership in that company Share is nothing but the Ownership of the company divided into small parts and each part is called as Share or Stock. Share market is the place where buying and selling of shares takes place, with the use of computer display datas on screen . A person holding maximum shares carry maximum ownership and designated like director, chairman etc. This research work will help the customer for decision making in share market.
INTRODUCTION
Stock market is an important pillar of each economy. Share is the Ownership of the company divided into small parts and each part is called as Share or Stock. A stock exchange is a corporation or mutual organization which provides "trading" facilities for stock brokers and traders, to trade stocks and other securities. A trader who is looking to profit from the market has to have faith on the company where he is putting his money. Technical analysis uses price and other similar daily input data, and the fundamental analysts use fundamental data which are normally published on an annual basis or quarterly. Technical and fundamental approaches are used in parallel to estimate short-term and longterm return and risk.
This paper explores the possibility of applying fuzzy logic theory for handling vagueness and imprecision that characterize the decision making process. Fuzzy Logic framework is developed to carry out the required analysis for arriving at the governance rating of the firms. This research work will help the customer for decision making in share market A person carrying a share of a company holds that part of ownership in that company Share is nothing but the Ownership of the company divided into small parts and each part is called as Share or Stock. Share market is the place where buying and selling of shares takes place. The buying and selling of shares takes place from anywhere, wherever with the help of internet connected computer. One should need the demat account, computer and internet connection and he/she can start the share trading or investing. When you place the buy order in India , the message is transferred to the exchange [either NSE {National Stock Exchange} or BSE {Bombay Stock Exchange}] and the order stays in the queue of exchange's other orders and gets executed if the price of that share comes to that value. Once you get the confirmation of this transaction, the shares purchased, will be sent to your demat account. The shares will be stored in demat account in electronic format. The Sensex is an "index". Fig.2 gives the structure of a fuzzy controller, which is essentially the structure of a Mamdani technical fuzzy controller. Trend in prices information is the Crisp input which is fuzzyficated to mapped on fuzzy sets. We evaluate stock price and the trend in prices over some period of time and then decide whether to trade based on simple rules. The result is in each case a real number in the interval [0 1].
FUZZY CONTROLLER
The fuzzy output set concerning the trading decision (buy, hold, sell) is converted to a crisp decision by applying standard centreof-gravity defuzzyfication. The direction and the amount of the trading are fully determined through the defuzzyficated output.
We take two inputs and one output 
SURFACE VIEW
Surface view for share market with market growth and share price with the use of MATLAB tool is shown in fig.4 . 
FUZZY METAGRAPH
Fuzzy Metagraph for share market is shown in fig. 5 . This figure shows the three different stages of share market: Buy, Hold and Sell. Fuzzy rules would be applied to obtain certain decisions on particular situation of market growth and share price. The rules are as follows:
If market growth is negative and share price is high then decision is sell. Fuzzy metagraph shows the process of share market the key functions are market growth and share price. Market growth of any share is based on company portfolio and policies of company with their ratio analysis.
RULE VIEWER:
Fuzzy rule viewer with the help of MATLAB tools is shown in fig.6 . 
RESULTS
Results of fuzzy control system is shown in Table1. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation graph for share market is shown in fig.   Fig. 7 simulation graph 
CONCLUSION
This research work will help the customer for decision making in share market. Furthermore, based on fuzzy rule based system stock exchange data could be used to overcome uncertainty, vagueness and imprecision of share market. Technical and fundamental approaches are used in parallel to estimate shortterm and long-term return and risk. The customer will more secure to take risk at time of share trading.
The computational results show the portfolio rebalancing model with a appropriate membership function according to the investor's degree of satisfaction. Fuzzy metagraph shows the process of share market. This work help for decision making for a customer to BUY, SELL or HOLD the share at particular situation of market growth.
